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ABSTRACT
Introduction: It is known that the municipality of Baía da Traição, Brazil, has a system for fluoridation of the water supply. Objective: To evaluate the fluoride concentration (F) of the public water supply in the city of Baía da Traição-PB. Methods: Public water samples were collected in 13 sites, being one in the urban zone (downtown) and 12 in the rural zone (indigenous villages). In each site, three distinct collection points were selected for convenience between November 2015 and January 2016. The analysis was performed in duplicate using a fluoride ion-specific electrode coupled to a potentiometer, previously calibrated. The samples (750 µL) were added to 750 µL of TISAB II solution, considered on a calibration curve with concentrations of 0.2 to 1 mg/L. Results: In November, December and January, respectively, concentrations of F in the downtown area were 0.32, 0.11 and 0.09 mg/L, while the average concentrations in the indigenous villages were 0.08 (±0.02), 0.08 (±0.03) and 0.07 (±0.02) mg/L. All samples had concentrations below the recommended levels (<0.60 mg/L) by the Ministry of Health for the anticaries benefit. Conclusion: The public water supply of Baía da Traição presented concentrations of F insufficient to prevent dental caries at the population level.

INTRODUCTION
The indigenous population is subject to a process of transculturation that leads to a higher incidence of dental caries due to increased cariogenic feeding. In addition, the history of social exclusion, coupled with neglect of oral health services, contributes to a framework of epidemiological invisibility that hampers the elaboration of strategies for prevention and health promotion in these populations.

As compared to the Brazilian population in general, the indigenous population living in the Potiguara Indigenous Reservation of Paraiba (Rio Tinto, Baía da Traição and Marcação) presented a higher mean of decayed,


RESUMO
Introdução: É sabido que o município de Baía da Traição possui sistema de fluoretação de águas de abastecimento. Objetivo: Avaliar a concentração de fluoreto (F-) na água de abastecimento público do município de Baía da Traição-PB. Métodos: Amostras de água de abastecimento público foram coletadas em 13 locais, sendo um na zona urbana (Centro) e 12 distribuídas na zona rural (aldeias indígenas). Para cada local, três pontos de coleta distintos foram selecionados por conveniência entre novembro de 2015 e janeiro de 2016. A análise foi realizada em duplicata, utilizando-se um eletrodo ión-específico para fluoreto acoplado a um potenciômetro, previamente calibrados. As amostras (750 µL) foram adicionadas a 750 µL de solução TISAB II, consideradas a uma curva de calibração com concentrações de 0,2 a 1 mg/L. Resultados: Em novembro, dezembro e janeiro, respectivamente, as concentrações de F- no Centro foram 0,32, 0,11 e 0,09 mg/L, e a média das aldeias indígenas, 0,08 (±0,02), 0,08 (±0,03) e 0,07 (±0,02) mg/L. Todas as amostras apresentaram concentrações abaixo do recomendado (<0,60 mg/L) pelo Ministério da Saúde para o benefício anticárie. Conclusão: Portanto, as águas de abastecimento público de Baía da Traição apresentaram concentrações de F- insuficientes para prevenir a cárie dentária em nível populacional.
missing and filled teeth of deciduous (dmft) and permanent dentition (DMFT) at the ages of 5 (dmft = 5.8), 12 (DMFT=3.6), and 15 to 19 (DMFT=7.1). Thus, comprehensive health measures, such as fluoridation of the public water supply, could contribute to the reduction of dental caries rates among the indigenous population that are considered to be vulnerable. A cohort study of Brazilian adults demonstrated that access to fluoridated water for over 75% of the lifetime was associated with a lower prevalence of caries. In addition, a systematic review demonstrated that discontinuation of the fluoridation process contributed to increased prevalence of dental caries.

Fluoridation of the public water supply is a cost-effective public health measure as it has a low per capita cost to prevent caries regardless of age and socioeconomic or cultural level, thereby reducing the disease prevalence with a population-wide coverage. If recommended fluoride levels are provided, this process becomes an efficient, simple and safe measure to promote the anticaries benefit.

The World Health Organization and the National Oral Health Policy encourage the implementation of actions that favor the fluoridation of the public water supply. Federal Law nº 6.050 as of May 24, 1974, regulated by the Decree nº 76,872 as of December 22, 1975, establishes the mandatory fluoridation in the treatment of the public water supply in Brazil, in the Water Treatment Stations (WTS). The Ordinance nº 2914, dated from December 12, 2011, provides for the procedures for controlling and monitoring the quality of water for human consumption and its drinking water standard. In the case of fluoride addition, the recommended values must comply with the Ordinance nº 635, dated from January 30, 1976, with maximum permitted values of up to 1.5 mg/L of the fluoride ion.

Baía da Traição presents two entities responsible for supply management and distribution of the public water supply, namely: the Autonomous Water and Sewage Service (SAAE) under the city management, responsible for the central area of the municipality, and the Department of Sanitation of the Special Secretariat of Indigenous Health (SESAIS), responsible for controlling the water supplied to the indigenous villages. In addition, the National Program for Surveillance of Water Quality for Human Consumption plays an important role in Health Surveillance. However, there is no surveillance of the water quality in the municipality under the terms recommended by current legislation.

Fluoridation monitoring is the part of the health surveillance that assesses the fluoride concentration in the public water supply in a given region through public and private institutions unrelated to the corresponding WTS. In order to promote the maintenance of fluoride at optimal concentrations for human consumption, monitoring of fluoride levels is offered as a regular measure to verify the quality of the public water supply.

Considering the history of fluoridation of the public water supply in Baía da Traição, it is necessary to monitor the levels of fluoride in the water supply, so that to guide the sanitary organs in regard to the adequate enrichment of the waters. Verification of the fluoride concentration is relevant to determining the natural concentration of fluoride in drinking water and the amount needed to achieve the optimal concentration for the anticaries benefit of fluoridation. In addition, the possible inequality of access to fluoridated water for a population under vulnerable situations motivates the development of our study. In order to contribute to this matter, the present study aimed to evaluate the concentration of fluoride (F⁻) in the public water supply in the city of Baía da Traição, PB, Brazil.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Characterization of collection sites**

The municipality of Baía da Traição is located on the northern coast of the state of Paraíba (PB), Northeast Brazil (Latitude: 06° 41’ 18” S; Longitude: 34° 56’ 09” W). According to the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE), Baía da Traição has a territorial area of 102,242 square kilometers; an estimated population in 2016 of 8,951 inhabitants; Human Development Index (HDI) of 0.581; Gini index 0.38; and average household income per capita of R$ 170 (compared to R$ 510 in João Pessoa, capital of the state).

The municipality of Baía da Traição has a population of 5,591 natives, with 23.61% (n=1320) of them distributed in the urban zone (downtown) and 76.39% (n=4271) in the rural zone (indigenous villages: Akajutibiró, Benfica, Bento, Cumaru, Forte, Galego, Lagoa do Mato, Laranjeira, Santa Rita, São Francisco, Silva, Tracoeira and São Miguel).

**Collection of water samples**

In each site of interest (downtown and indigenous villages), three distinct and non-consecutive residences were selected for convenience, which served as representative points of collection sites (Figure 1). Water samples were collected from the following indigenous villages: Akajutibiró, Bento, Cumaru, Forte, Galego, Lagoa do Mato, Laranjeira, Santa Rita, São Francisco, Silva, Tracoeira and São Miguel. Samples (n=39) were collected between November 2015 and January 2016, once a month, on weekdays, identified with the location and date of the collection. The time interval
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between the first and last collection of the respective points did not exceed 24 hours. After collection, the water samples were sent for laboratorial analysis.

**Analysis of fluoride concentration**

The analyses were performed using a fluoride ion-specific electrode (Orion Star Series, Thermo Scientific, Singapore) coupled to a potentiometer (Orion Star Series, Thermo Scientific, Singapore). The calibration of the equipment was done in duplicate, in order to reduce the margin of error, taking into account the expected values for samples with standard solutions ranging from 0.2 to 1 mg/L. For this, standard solutions were obtained by serial dilutions from a standard solution of 100 mg/L. For the standard curve, a "blank" reference value obtained from a sample of distilled and deionized ultrapure water was considered, which is the first point of the curve to be analyzed. The reading range of the calibration curve was 0.2 mg/mL. The reading of the points of the calibration curve were obtained in triplicate from 750 µL of each of these points plus 750 µL of Total Ionic Strength Adjustor Buffer (TISAB II); a pH adjusting buffer, ionic strength and decomplexing. The mean values of the electrical conductivity (mV) were transferred to a spreadsheet in Excel software (Microsoft®) and the relationship between electrical conductivity (mV) and the fluoride concentration \[ \text{log } F^- \] \( r^2=0.999; \text{Slope}=-57.9 \) was determined by linear regression. There was no difference greater than 5% between the expected and the calculated, for each point of the curve.

**Data analysis**

The values obtained in duplicate, including the TISAB II-added groups (1:1 ratio), were transferred to a spreadsheet in Excel (Microsoft®) software, transformed from millivolts (mV) to mg/L, and analyzed descriptively.

A comparative analysis of the data obtained in the present study was carried out with the recommended limits for fluoride concentration as a function of the average daily maximum temperature recommended by the Ministry of Health, through Administrative Rule 635/Bsb, as of December 26, 1975 (Chart 1). The mean maximum daily temperature of Baía da Traição was 28.83°C, with minimum, maximum and optimal fluoride concentrations of 0.6; 0.8; and 0.6 mg/L, respectively.
RESULTS

In the months of November/2015, December/2015 and January/2016, the F- concentrations in the downtown area were 0.32, 0.11 and 0.09 mg/L, respectively, against 0.08 (±0.02), 0.08 (±0.03), and 0.07 (±0.02) mg/L in the indigenous villages (Table 1). It was observed that 100% of the samples (n=39) had concentrations below the limit recommended by the Ministry of Health to promote the anticaries benefit (<0.60 mg/L) (Chart 1). As seen in Table 1, the highest concentrations of fluoride were found in a region in downtown Baía da Traição, while the lowest concentrations were found in the Laranjeira and Tracoeira villages.

DISCUSSION

The city of Baía da Traição (PB) is one of the few municipalities in Paraíba state which has a water fluoridation system. Initially, the present study aimed to identify the fluoride levels in the water supplies of the city, focused on a technical monitoring and also on the inequality of access to fluoridated water in urban and rural areas (indigenous villages). However, the study findings reveal that only residual levels of fluoride were detected in the water, which was incompatible to what had been disclosed about the city of Baía da Traição having access to fluoridated water.

After samples were collected, discontinuation of fluoridation took place in the downtown area in December 2015. In addition, the Orientation Plan for Water Treatment of the Indigenous Villages does not advocate the fluoridation of the public water supply as a measure that should be used.

In this sense, it is necessary to reestablish the fluoridation of...
the water in the downtown area of the city and implement it in the indigenous villages, calling the SAAE and the Sanitation Department of SESAI to their respective competencies.

Only after direct contact with the SAAE of the municipality did the authors have access to the information that fluoridation had been interrupted in December 2015. However, the collections occurred between the months of Nov/2015, Dec/2015 and Jan/2016. Therefore, it is verified that the fluoridation system was not being conducted accordingly, with Nov/2015 values similar to those of Dec/2015 and Jan/2016. This aspect reinforces the need for external control and systematic evaluation of water quality. In addition, it points to the need to resume fluoridation, since the residual levels are insufficient to produce the anticaries benefit.

According to the SAAE reports, fluoridation of the public water supply in downtown Baía da Traição was in force in November/2015. Thus, as expected, the highest observed concentration of residual fluoride (0.32 mg/L) was found in this collection period. During the other periods, in the months of December/2015 and January/2016, the public water supply in the downtown area presented decreasing residual fluoride concentrations (0.11 and 0.09 mg/L, respectively). The decrease in fluoride concentrations represents the period of interruption of fluoridation of the public water supply by the SAAE. This finding reinforces the need to provide anticaries benefits to the population of Baía da Traição, since fluoride concentration was not maintained at ideal levels (0.6-0.8 mg/L).

Similar conditions of low fluoride concentrations in the public water supply were observed in studies carried out in small, medium and large-size municipalities in the state of Piauí and large-size cities in the State of São Paulo. Such inadequate concentrations (<0.60 mg/L) can be regularized upon compliance with water quality surveillance techniques for human consumption.

On the other hand, fluoride concentrations corresponding to the public water supply of the indigenous villages of Baía da Traição did not exceed 0.15 mg/L during the year’s quarter. Hence, residual fluoride concentrations can be explained by the absence of fluoridation of the public water supply by the Sanitation Department of SESAI. In addition, the document Guidelines for Monitoring the Quality of Water for Human Consumption in Indigenous Villages (DMAQI) presents the protocol for the treatment of the public water supply of indigenous villages, but there is no indication to fluoridation as a necessary measure.

The interruption or absence of fluoridation of the public water supply of Baía da Traição compromises the protection of the oral health of the people residing in this municipality. In addition, interruption of water fluoridation has a negative effect on collective oral health, reflecting the increased prevalence and experience of dental caries, according to the results of a recent systematic review.

The results of this study point to the need for epidemiological monitoring of the population involved, as well as to warning government agencies as to strategies to increase access to preventive measures against dental caries, in order to overcome political, financial and technical constraints due to collective benefit provided by this measure. Therefore, the results should be monitored, disseminated and government measures should be taken accordingly to ensure that the framework in question is reversed and that fluoridation is resumed in the downtown area and implemented in the indigenous villages.

According to current legislation in Brazil, public water supply in the municipality of Baía da Traição (downtown and indigenous villages) presented fluoride concentrations below the recommended level to promote the anticaries benefit to the population (<0.60 mg/L) in the checkpoints analyzed. After verification of the fluoride concentration, the investigators of the present study made contact with the SAAE and the Department of Sanitation of SESAI, communicating the results and emphasizing the preventive importance of fluoridation. Thus, these public organs can check the current fluoride concentration and adjust the concentration accordingly to promote the anticaries benefit at a population-wide level.

The authors identified that the water quality is adequate for human consumption and allows for the implementation of the fluoridation system by accessing surveillance reports on water quality for human consumption in loco. However, this latter measure depends only on political desirability and government articulation on more than one level (municipal and federal, at least). It is known that the ‘Brasil Sorridente’ (Smiling Brazil) Program finances the installation and maintenance of public water supply fluoridation systems. Thus, the interruption process must be combated in view of the collective benefit generated from this action.

The population must be warned about the negative impacts of interrupting water fluoridation. Besides that, a wider governmental campaign should stimulate the installation and maintenance of public water supply fluoridation systems. Although there is a financial source that covers the system, there is not any movement pushing up municipalities to implement fluoridation systems. Periodic external control, which is very important to assess quality, should be performed by research centers like Universities. The most important measure, to our knowledge, would be education directed to population, in order to provoke
permanent changes in the way health public measures would impact the daily live of individuals.

According to Federal Decree nº 5440 of May 4, 2005,26 the organs and entities responsible for public supply systems should frequently make available information on the characteristics of the water distributed through the use of understandable and easily accessible measures to consumers.27 This reality, however, was not verified in the municipality of Baía da Traição, and may also be the reality of other Brazilian municipalities. The importance of fluoridation of the public water supply, as well as the adversities resulting from the deficiency of fluoride maintenance at ideal concentrations, should be disseminated to the population of Baía da Traição. Thus, this knowledge will not only be restricted to dentists, health professionals and government, as the population may claim their rights to protection against dental caries arising from a continuous and regular process of fluoridation.27

CONCLUSION

In the period evaluated, the public water supply in the municipality of Baía da Traição presented fluoride concentrations below the levels capable of promoting the anticaries benefit. The fluoride concentrations observed in this study may assist in determining the remaining concentration for adequacy of the public water supply of the downtown area and indigenous villages.

Disruption of the fluoridation system may impact the caries prevalence of the population involved, and further protection measures are required. In this sense, effective fluoridation must overcome political, financial and technical constraints due to the collective benefit provided by this measure.
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